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CHAPTER I
ROCK ISLAND PRISON 1863 - 1865
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the living conditions
and the treatment of Confederate prisoners at the Rock Island prison
camp.
The Rock Island camp, according to some reports, ·was the
Northern counterpart of the notorious J.ndersonville prison .
Southerners point out that it was much

Some

v~rse.

The novel Gone with the lfind gives the following description:
Ashley was not dead! He had been wounded and taken prisoner, and
the records shovred that he was at Rock Island, a prison camp in
Illinois. In their first joy they could think of nothing except
that he was alive. But vvhen the calmness began to return, they
looked at one another and said "Rock Island!" In the same tone
they would have said 11 In Hell. 11 For even as .Andersonville vus a
name that stank in the North, so was Rock Island one to bring
terror to the hearts of any Southerner vmo had relatives imprisoned
there.l
There was a great deal of criticism of both Northern and
Southern prison camps.

This type of criticism is as old as war itself.

Ti1e crucifying of prisoners by the Romans is an example.

They were

criticized for the torture and often inhuman treatment of' prisoners .
Often prejudice influences reports on prison camps.
and loyalty to one 1 s country influence

Pent up emotions

the most objective reporter.

1Margaret Wd.tchell, Gone with the 1Jlind (New York:

Macmillan Co., 19 36), pp. 28$-286.

' 1
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The intense patriotism on both sides in the Civil War creates
biased pictures of the prisoner-of-war camps.

This paper will attempt

to give reports from prisoners that spent time there; reports made by
officials of the camp; reports made by officers sent to inspect the
camp; and reports of the camp made by civilians of the area.

The

description found in this paper will be as nearly objective as pGssible.

CRAPTER II

HIS'IORICAL BACKGROUND
The area that includes Rock Island and the surrounding region
was recognized as valuable by the Jndians .

Rock Island is located in

the middle of the "Father of 1mters 11 --the Mississippi River .

Its lo-

cation made it a favorite defensive position for the Fox Indians . 2 The
Fox Indians moved into the area from Wisconsin ai'ter being driven into
Illinois by the French .
The Indians

usu~lly

They drove the Peoria Indians from the area .

placed their wives , families and possessions on

this island while they were at war.

There they found a favorable

climate, and adequate grazing land to aid in their existence .
The white man also took an early interest in this locdtion.

It

was first set aside as a military reservation in 1809 . 3 The government
recognized that the defenses of this island were suitable for use as a
military base .

There were other reasons for this decision by the • ar

Department .
The location of this military reservation was criticized by
some people because it was too far from civilization.

It was actually

ideal as a link between East and West as well as North and South.

The

:Mississippi offered a good means of transportation, Good cli!Ilate and
adequate vegetation influenced the white man as it had the Indian.
2Ira

• Northstein, "Rock Island and the Rock Island Arsenal"
Journal of the Illinois State Historical Society, XXX:III (September,
1940), pp . 308-309 .
3Ibid., p . 306.
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In 1816 government first used this area when it constructed
Fort J..rmstrong . 4

It was named in memory of the Secretary of 1'\iar,

George Armstrong .

The soldiers lived among the Indians in peace until

the Black Hawk War .
Fort Armstrong .

During this war a number of notable men served at

:Among this number were found .Abraham Lincoln, Zachary

Taylor, Jefferson Davis, and the two Johnstons, .Albert and Joseph .
After the threat of the Indians was destroyed by their defeat
in the Black Hawk
Illinois .

ar, thousands of settlers flooded into northern

The old army post was closed; however, a custodian remained

there to look after the unused army fort .

There was a disastrous fire

in the fort and the custodian asked the government to station troops in
the post to prevent a similar occurrence.

He also wanted them to drive

out squatters that had settled on this military reservation .

The

government did not take action on this proposal or on any other bill
that would place the area in the Public Lands Department.
The

ar Department seemed to ignore the area until the early

18)0 1 s when there were rumblings of the coming Civil Yhr .

Our g-overn-

ment leaders regretted that they had not taken the advice of the Secretary of

~~ar,

Jefferson Davis, to build one of the eastern arsenals on

Rock Island . 5
This idea was finally utilized by Congress in a bill to establish an armory and arsenal at Rock Island .

On July 11, 1862, a bill

was passed that provided for the establishment of three small arsenals,
4Ibid . , p . 308 .
5Ibid., p . 305 .

5

one at Columbus, Ohio, one at Indianapolis, Indiana, and one at Rock
Island, Illinois . 6
The group that was sent to survey the island for the arsenal
and to start construction of it found that a military prison was in
the process of being built .

The lower part of the island was to be

used for the arsenal and the northern section for the military prison.
This was the genesis of the infaraous Rock Island prison camp .
The organization of a prison camp includes the size of the
area, the buildings to be included in the area and the security measures taken by the officials in charge of the camp .
The prison camps of the Civil War fell into five classifications .

These include the following:

(1) fortifications , (2) buildings

previously constructed for other purposes and converted into prison
camps, (3) enclosures surrounding barracks that were constructed for
various reasons, (4) enclosures in which tents were pitched, and (5)
open stockades . 7 Rock IsLmd fell into the catagory of "enclosures
surrounding barracks . "
Captain Charles

• Reynolds, Assistant Quartermaster in the

United States Army, was in charge of the construction of the prison
camp . 8

The area of the camp included about twelve acres that were

surrounded by a stockade .
ed for the prisoners .

Inside, the stockade barracks were construct-

The fort was about twelve feet high with guard

§.rbid . , p . 330 .
?Francis Trevelyn Miller (ed . ), The Photographic History of the
Civil 'War(NewYork: The Review of Reviews Co . , 1911) , p . 54.
8Northstein, op.cit . , p . 331 ~
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walks and shelters around the upper part .

The stockade formed a

rectangle and contained fourteen rows of one-story frame buildings,
running east and west with six buildings 100 feet by 20 feet in size in
each row.

The barracks had a row of double- decked bunks against each

wall for sleeping .

There was a kitchen at one end of each building .

Each barrack could accorrunodate 120 prisoners .
One security measure was a ditch that ran a distance from the
outside wall .
this ditch .

The guards were ordered to shoot any prisoner who crossed
They were to do this even if , in their judgment, the pris-

oner did not intend to escape .

The army did this because the guards

were usually not first line soldiers but soldiers vmo were too old or
otherwise not fit for front line duty.

These men vi.ould not have a good

chance of capturing escaped prisoners .

They believed a deadline would

prevent attempted escapes .

They also put one elderly Union soldier in

charge of each barrack .
T'ne units that were assigned to guard the Rock Island prison
camp were called the Invalid Corps .
were unfit for field duty.
ification.

They gained this name because they

There were several reasons for their class-

Some of the guards were kept from front line duty because

of impaired health or a wound received in a previous battle .

The health

of a soldier in the Civil "1iar was not only put in jeopardy by bullets ,
but also by a lack of a proper diet and the proper clothing .

These were

the hazards of serving in both the Union and Confederate armies .

Nei-

ther group understood health problems as we know them today, and this
was especially true in the administration of prison camps .

7

! second major problem in the prison compounds was that of

acquiring an adequate number of trained doctors and medical personnel.
The administrators of the Rock Island camp often had to ask for volunteers from among the prisoners who had had medical experience in
civilian life . 9
prisoners .

These prisoners had the duty of caring for their fellow

This helped the goverrunent to decrease expenditures for the

care of the prisoners .

The reduction of expenses seemed to motivate the

use of questionable administrative methods at Rock Island •
.Another reason many of the guards were at Rock Island, and not
on the front lines, was age •

.um

outfit of this type, composed of over-

aged men, was the 37th Iowa R~giment or the 1 greybeard.s, 1 as they were.
10
more familiarly called .
Because of their age these men were exempt
from military obligations , but they volunteered for camp duty.
abled the army to put the men that these voluni
line duty.

~0s

This en-

replaced into front

This regiment numbered between l,;loo and 2, 000 .

geards' were not the first to guard the Ro ck Island prison .

The 'greyThey re-

placed guard units that were composite groups from many different
companies .

Several officers of the Invalid Corps had served in the army
12
of the Potomac--the pride of McClellan.
There were many splendid
soldiers among the guards; most of them had just been sidelined by the
rigors or war.
9Rock Island Weekly Argus, January 6, 1864.
lOibid . , January 13, 1864.
11Ibid . , January 13, 1864.
12Ibid . , :November

25,

1863.
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The first prisoners arrived at Rock I sland Barracks in early
December . 13 A description of the first arrivals i s a s follows :
~u-rival

of Rebel Prisoners at Rock Island Barracks--Last evening
(Thursday Jrd, December) just after dark a train of cars containing rebel prisoners, arrived at tl1is city. The prisoners were
immediately taken to the Rock Island Barracks . ~e learn on inquiry of Lieut . Jewett of Col. Rush 1 s staff tha. t the prisoners
numbered 468, and were in charge of a guard of 65 men from the
20th Kentucky Vols . , under the command of lst Lt . J . C. Northcutt .
The prisoners were assigned quarters as fast as it was possible
to do so, and were well supplied with fresh water and an ample
supply of good food . Their barracks were also supplied with
v1arm fires, everything was done which could prevent suffering .
Tne prisoners are direct frpm Chattanooga, having been
captured at Lookout Mountain • .L4
The prisoners seemed to be well clothed .

They had received food

at Joliet, Illinois, after not being fed during the trip from Louisville.
Three trains of prisoners were expected to arrive daily until the
barracks were full.
Later descriptions of prisoners-of-war find them in a more
deteriorating state of health .

As the South lost its resources to

supply its armies , the men received fewer rations of food and clothing .
Many of the prisoners were diseased upon arrival at Rock Island Barracks .

A prevalent disease, small pox, was not only found in the South,

but also among civilians in the tri-ci ty areJ. of Rick Island, Moline and
Davenport .

Many of the prisoners were suffering from malnutrition and

seemed glad to arrive in an area that had enougb food to furnish for
each of them.

The field rations of the Confederate soldiers are report-

ed to be less than those received at the Rock Island Barracks, according
to stories told by returning Union prisoners.

13 This is the name used for the prison camp by the editor of the
Rock Island .Argus .
prison camp .

The author will use this name in reference to the

14Ibid. , December 9, 1863.
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The Northern officials separated the officers from the enlisted

111an by placing them in different prison camps .

The men found at the

Rock Island Barracks were mostly enlisted men.

There were incidents

when officers were misplaced at the Rock Island Barracks .

It was

believed that they allowed themselves to be passed off as privates . 15
When this was discovered these officers were sent to Johnson ' s Island
on the Sandusky River near Sandusky, Ohio .

This procedure was followed

in order to make it easier to question the enlisted men, vdthout the
presence of the officers .
The administration of any type of penal institution imposes a
great number of problems .

Our modern civil prisons have problems of

security, food, and the other basic needs of the prisoners .

These prob-

lems become even more complex with the project of the rehabilitation of
men, added to the problems not unusual of most public institutions .
The selection of well-trained criminologists by our state and federal
governments shows the intense consideration given to filling these
positions .
The administrators of prison camps during war time have the same
problems as their civil counterpart, but under more adverse conditions .
The officers at the Hock Island Barracks encountered such problems as a
shortage of food , enormous numbers of disease r idden prisoners, inadequate bedding and very

cro~tled

conditions .

They faced these problems

in a camp that was not completely built nor ready for occupancy.
were also inadequately trained to administer a prison camp .

They

Many of

them were probably excellent field officers, but the administration of
l5Ibid. , January 20, 1864.
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a prison installation was an entirely new situation.

They could handle

men on the march or going into battle, for they understood the relationship between an officer and a front line soldier, but the treatment of
prisoners was a new experience for them.

Due to these factors many of

them drew undue criticism.
The first officer sent to Rock Island was Colonel Charles
Reynolds . 16 His basic purpose was to supervise and direct the surveying
and building of the prison camp .

After surveying the site, he was to

let contracts for materials such as lumber and masonry that were neeessary in the construction .

He was also to take bids on the food con-

tracts for the prison camp .
Colonel Reynolds received a great deal of criticism from people
in the area.
,;,·

The first conflict was over the contracts given to differ-

ent people for services and the hiring of laborers for the construction
v.ork .

The people of Rock Island thought that too many of the laborers

were coming from across the river at Davenport.

In the final accounting

Reynolds gave Rock Island its share of contracts, according to the Argus
editor:
More Contracts--Yesterday (Wednesday the 19th) Col . Reynolds let
tv~ important contracts for 200,000 bricks and the -mason work for
laying them into arches and chimnies--the contracts were let to
.Atkinson and Mr . Iviurdock, mason. Tne other were contracts for
the casting of 178 kettles for the arches . This contract was let
to Whm. H. Thompson of Vulcan Foundary in this city.
Rock Island has done well in the contracts for the barracks . A
Rock Island firm has one-half of the contracts for the barracks.
A Rock I sl and firm has one-half the contract for the lumber and a
Davenport firm the other half . Rock Island has the "Whole contract
for the brick and masonry and the kettles . 'Ihe roofin~.vva.s awarded
to a Milwaukee firm whose agent resides in Davenport . le
16Ibid . , .August

5,

1863 .

17Ibid. , August 26, 1863 .
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This partially redeemed Reynolds in the eyes of the people of
Rock Island .

The other criticism against Reynolds was that he was a

Southern sympathizer.

It was brought out that he was from the South

and that he had a brother in the Confederate army.

It was later brought

out that he had served on Grant ' s staff as head of the Quartermaster
Corp in the Tennessee campaign . 18

The problem of getting along with the

members of the community in which the prison camp was located was illustrated by this incident .
commanders .
ities .

This problem was not unique vnth prison caxrrp

_till military posts had to get alone with civilian commun-

Drunk and brawling soldiers sometimes triggered conflicts be-

tween military and civilian communities .

The problem was more intense

vihere prison caxrrps were located because fear of the prisoners made the
people more cautious and suspicious of actions taken by the administrators .
There were several other prison camp administrators, but the
most important was probably Colonel A. J . Johnson .

This officer was

condemned by both the people of the community and the prisoners-of-war .
The people of the community accused him of harsh treatment of prisoners .
One of the accusations was that the prisoners were not given a proper
diet .

Colonel Johnson inserted the following in a local paper :

On the lst of June last the issue of rations to prisoners was
reduced by the following :
Pork or Bacon
Fresh Beef
Flour and Soft Bread
Hard Bread
Corn Meal

10 ounces (in lieu of fresh beef)

14 ounces
16 ounces
14 ounces in lieu of flour or soft bread
16 ounces in lieu of flour or soft bread

s. ~far Department, The ~.ar of Tne Rebellion : A Compilation of Tne Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies .
Series I, Vol., 17, p . 434.
18u.
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Beans or Peas
Rice or Hominy
Soap
Salt
Vinegar

l~ lb . to 100 rations

8 lb . to
4 lb . to
31-2 lb . to
3 quarts

100 rations
100 rations
100 rations
to 100 rations

The bread and meat issue is tv~ ounces per day less than is issued
to the troops . The prisoners perform no labor Vvhile the troops
are worked hard . When the prisoners are worked they do so voluntarily, and receive additional rations and also pay. Hundreds of
dollars are expended every month to purchase tobacco to distribute
among them. They have also been allowed to receive necessary
clothing from their relatives and scarcely a day passes without a
large number of the most needy are brought out to receive clothing
furnished by the government . Thousands of suits of clothes and
likewise blankets have been issued, and the government furnishes
more clothing to destitute prisoners than friends do in t-wo months .
Only about one-fifth of the prisoners have received clothing from
friends vmile the other four- fifths are supplied entirely by the
gover nment, and as a general thing that one- fifth are rebels and
are supplied by rebels and rebel sympathizers . 19
Colonel Johnson concluded the letter by expressing his true sentiments .

He stated that if it were in hi s power he

prisoners any shelter or adequate rations .

v~uld

not give the

He also showed great bitter-

ness toward rebel sympathizers, of which he believed there were many in
the Rock Island-Moline-Davenport area.

He stated th"'" t he would herd the

rebel sympathizers into the prison compound and treat them c..1.s prisoners .
The preceding comment shows us the great bitterness felt by the
commanding officers of some of the prison camps .

This idea of attempt-

ing to gain revenge for the atrocities at Andersonville led to atrocities in Union prison camps that could have been avoided .

This feeling

seems to have influenced Johnson ' s policies in regard to prisoners at
Rock Island Barracks .
Other accounts of Johnson picture him as a highly efficient and
economical administrator .

These qualities were brought out by a report

19~ . , November 30, 1864.
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of an inspection made by
Camp .

o.

E. Babcock, Lieutenant-Colonel and id.de-de-

This report vvas sent to Colonel T.

General, U. S • .Army, dated July 13, 1865 .

s.

Bower, .Assistant, .Adjutant-

He stated:

I inspected the military prison at P~ck Island on the 6th of July.
This prison is also empty. It is guarded by seven companies of
Ve tern Reserve Corps . Six companies were under orders to proceed
to Springfield, Illinois. The pr-isoners here were exchanged or
released on taking the oath of allegiance . The gr ounds, barracks,
hospitals and records all show great care and attention on the
part of the commanding officer, Colonel Johnson. The prison fund
here amounts to $174,068 . 15 . As this island is to be the place
of deposit of a large of arnmu..tli tion I would re commend the preservation of the buildings . The locality has the appearance of being
very healthy, and in my opinion, be a fine location for a general
hospital, if the establishment of such should again become necessary
necessary. 20
In the final analysis, this report credits Johnson as being a
just administrator. His .feelings toward the prisoners were not unconunon
among Union soldiers .

They

Y~re

greatly influenced by the stories of

atrocities in Confederate prison camps .

The extent to v.tiich his feel-

ings affected his treatment of the prisoners is uncertain .

The conclud-

ing statement would be that the Rock Island Barracks w·a.s under good
administrative leadership while Colonel A. J . Johnson was the commanding
officer.

200 . R. , op . cit., Ceries II, Vol . 8, p . 704.

CHAPTER III
PRISON LIFE
The life of a prisoner-of-war is generally not very pleasant .
The living conditions e:xperienced by a prisoner-of-war are determined
by several factors .

One of most important is the wealth of the nation

or government that is holding him prisoner.

This lack of wealth and

resources caused the horrible conditions in Southern prison camps such
as PJ1dersonville .

Tne Union government had sufficient resources to

keep their prisoners fairly well fed and clothed .

This did not prevent

certain deplorable conditions that existed at the Rock Island Barracks .
These conditions included insufficient rations, a high death rate, and
very crowded conditions .

The death total was reported as 24.6% for the

month ending March 31, 1864. 21
The second factor

th~t

dictates the treatment of prisoners is

in part responsible for this situation.
captors toward their prisoners .

This is the attitude of the

In part the mistrec:.tment of prisoners

at the Rock Island Barracks was motivated as a retaliatory measure.
The Union officals were retaliating for the mistreatment of Union
solcli1:;rs held in Confederate prison camps .

Stories of very pitiable

diets for Jnion soldiers at Andersonville brought about a cut in rations
fed to prisoners held in Union prison camps .

This reduction in rations

was described in a letter in another part of this paper .
2
1a . R. , op . cit.

Series II , Vol. 7, p. 27.

14

15
The feeling of bitterness did not p r event the Rock Island Barrack's officials from trying to improve conditions .
Rock Island was built as an emergency measure .

The prison camp at

This emergency was caused

by the complete failure of the commissioners of exchange to agree on the
execution of the prisoner cartel and the great number of prisoners taken
at such battles as Vicksburg and Gettysburg in July

1863. Due to this

fact there was a great shortage of buildings in the prison compound at
the time the first prisoners arrived .

The first barracks to be con-

structed were "mere shanties" that were put up in the roughest, , cheapest
manner.

22
The greatest problem in regard to buildings was a shortage of

constructions for hospitals .
for hospitals .

The hospitals that were used to accommodate patients

were the regular barracks .
victims w-ere nonexistent .
wards

~~th

At first there vvere no buildings set aside

Special quarantine hospitals for small pox
Small pox (variola} patients had to lie in

men suffering from exposure and other less serious ailments .

This helped to spread the already prevalent disease and greatly increase
the mortality rate . 23
The residents of the community criticized the care of sick and
wounded prisoners .

A letter to a newspaper in Rock 'island contains such

a criticism:
:Alarming Mortality lunong the Rebel
Prisoner~ ~t Rock Island Barracks
Editor of the Argus - A late number of your papers present a
scene of death among the prisoners on the Island, too shocking
22 Vt.i.lliam Hesseltine, Civil 1'far Prisons , ,A Study in l.:ar Psychology ( Columbus : Ohio State University Press , 19JO ), p . 258 .
23Bruce Catton, "Prison Camp of the Civil War" American Heritage ( New York : American Heritage Publishing Co . } August 1959, Vol . X,
p . 8.
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to contemplate . There are confined there something over five
thousand and it seems that they are dying at the rate of two
hundred per month .
There can be no extraordinary pestilence prevailing, else
the Invalid guard would not be completely exempt from the fatal
malady . The prisoners are well housed and well fed; and we have
reason to believe that the commandant at the Barracks allows
them every indulgance and comfort compatible lNi th their safe
keeping. The fault then, if fault there be , must be chargeable
to the hospital department . However this may be those whose
duty it is to attend to the sick, owe the world an explanation
of the cause of the shocking mortality. Grant that these unfortunate beings have acted under delusion; still they are men
and brave men, and humanity shudders at the thought, that
possibly their wholesale death is o"Wi.ng to the insufficiency,
the neglect or the incompetency of those who are paid to attend
to their health . The country cannot afford to rest under even
the suspicion of inhumanity to prisoners .
Your C. 24
The pressure placed on the prison camp administrators seems to
have had results .

New buildings were started to provide adequate care

for the prisoners that were on the sick list.

These improvements were

noted in April, 1864:
Improvements are going on rapidly on the Island . The new
hospitals for the prisoners- of-war, on the ridge south of the
prison yard, w.i..11 soon be ready for occupancy. There is to be
fourteen lar ge buildings, each capable of accommodating about
80 patients or over 1100 in all . Seven of these bui ldings are
nearly ready for use . These h0spit als are placed in two rows
fronting each other, with a ·vvide street between . At the foot
of this street w.i..11 be a very large building preparing the food
for the patients and washir:.t:, etc ., also for storerooms for clothing
and other necessary articles for the use of the hospitals . At the
head of the street on the highest ground, is a large t wo story
building, for headquart~rs, for the surgeons and the dispensary.
The plan is a good one and its high, pleasant and airy location
w.i..11 be a general aid to the re co very of the patients . It seems
to us that the buildings are placed rather too near each oth~f' but
they are a vast improvement on those now used for hospitals . :;
This work shows a true desire on the part of the prison officals to
improve the conditions for the prisoners .
24op . cit . , Janua ry 6, 1864.
2
5Ibid . , April 6, 1864.
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The climate contributed to the sick list.

The Southerners were

not used to the climate and at the slightest exposure would be inflicted
vdth pnewnonia.
of

This condition was even more crucial oecause the Yd.nter

1863-1864 was one of the severest ever e:xperienced in the Rock Island
26

area .

Very cold weather prevailed and the near zero temperatures

lasted for weeks .

This added a great deal to the discomfort of the

prisoners even though they had an abundance of fuel and extra. supplies
of blankets .

The extent of the great number of deaths is shown by the

number of men buried in two vvell-kept cemeteries on the island .

The

graves of

1,961 Confederate considers and more than 400 Union soldiers

av+t es t

th e severiuy
.
.
. . t•ions. 27
o f prison
condi

.L

vO

.L

The life of the prisoners that remained well and out of the
hospital could be described as being uncomfortable .

The prisoners

slept on bare boards , without the comfort of straw.

They slept h.o

in a bunk which added to their discomfort .

The officials 5ave several

reasons for not issuing straw to the prisoners .

They said thd t it wc>.s

a pre cautionary method since the prisoners might attempt to burn do'Wn
the barracks .

The other argument for not using straw for beddinr:; was

the fact that it v10uld create dust and vermin .

T'.ne editor of the Rock

Island .Argus discredited these arguments by the fact that the Invalid
Corps not only had straw, but also bed sacks .

28 He also stated that by

providing straw the government would iI'lprove sanitary conditions and cut
2

~orthstein Ira, "Bock IsLmd and The Rock Island Arsenal"
(Springfield : Illinois Historical Society) September 1940, Volume
XXXIII, p . 332.
27Ibid ., p .

332 .

28 Rock Island op . cit ., January 13, 1864.
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down on the number of sick patients .

This decrease in the number of

sick vould save the government money.

It was c..lso pointed out that

the cost of straw .. ould be very sm::i.11 or nonexistent, except for the
cost of bringing it to the barracks from the surrounding fields.
The benevolence of the civilians in the B.ock Island area toward
the prisoners has been noted in previous parts of the paper.

This

feeling was motivated by the fact that maD.y of them formerly lived in
the South and found old acquaintances among the prisoners .

These people

,1elped to make life bear::i.ble for the prisoners by furnishing articles
of food, clothing, and other necessities of life .

Lafayette Rogan gives

some idea of the feelings and the v.ork performed by civilians of the
tri-city area for the prisoners :
The Tri-ci ties--Loline, Rock Island, and Daven_qort--presumably
had their share of southern sympathizers . Then there was another
class who were of southern heart for the prisoners, though their
personal loyalties ~~re with the North, such as the Buford family
mentioned frequently in the diary. This family had commissioned
officers on both sides of the conf:tfe~t, and General John Buford
of Rock Island is credited with having selected the site for the
Battle of Gettysburg and having opened the battle . Tne P. L.
Mitchell family of Rock Island found sons of old Kentucky friends
here and acted as go- betneens in delivering to the prisoners contributions which came from folks in the South . A number of others
mentioned in the diary and there are those found in every community that cannot rest wnile others are suffering unnecessarily.
They concerned themselves with a wide variety of services such as
supplying food, clothing, Bible~ testaments and on to the point
of helping prisoners to escape . c.t
The officials at the Rock Island Barracks did not restrict, to
any great extent, the supplies furnished by civilians .

They did take

the precaution of inspecting articles brought in from the outside .
This was necessary in order to keep dangerous implements out of the
29 John H. Hauberg, ".A Confederate Prisoner At Rock Island--The
Diary of Lafayette Rogen 11 Illinois State Historical Society Journal
XXXIV Oliarch 1941) pp . 28-29 .
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hands of the prisoners .

There was a fear that the Southern sympathizers

in the area would smuggle in tools that vvould help the rebels to e s cape .
Tnis fear was not unfounded since there were several attempted and
actual escapes perpetrated at the prison camp .

The government establish-

ed a rule concerning the procedure of getting gifts to the prisoners in
the prison camp.

It stated :

VII All articles contributed by friends for the prisoners, in
·whatever shape they come, if proper to be received, will be carefully distributed as the donors may request; such articles as are
intended for the sick passing through the hands of the Surg~on,
who will be responsible for their proper use . Contributio~:)nust
be received by an officer, vtio must be responsible that they are
delivered to the person for whom they are intended . JO
Concern for the health of the prisoner could have been another
reason for this measure .

The fact that the surgeon had to inspect the

articles for the sick, shows that they did not want the prisoners to
acquire anything that would be of further detriment to their health .
'Ihe prison camp could ill afford more sickness or injury among an already disease- ridden group of prisoners .
The prisoners were also limited in their correspondence by
censorship .

They could write to anyone outside of the carnp, but the

letters had to be inspected by a Union officer before they could be
sent .

It was feared that the prisoners might have been plotting a mass

escape with someone on the outside .

The prisoners might also have been

passing on military information they they had picked up since being a
prisoner of the North .
The people of the Rock Island community seemed more concerned
f'or the welfare of the sick and the spiritual welf'are of the prisoners,
JORock Island, op . cit . , December 16, 1863 .
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then for the well and able prisoners .

From time to time there appeared

articles in the local newspaper soliciting articles for the prisoners .
Bibles Want ed at Rock Island~The gentlemen who acts as chaplain
for the rebel prisoners ( a prisoner himself) wants a reference
Bible for his own use, and any number of common Bibles or Testaments for the use of the prisoners . Here is a chance of the
Rock Island Bible Society to do so much go od. The books can be
sent to Lieut . Col. Shaffner, p1·ovost Marshall of the Barracks,
><ho will see that they are promptly distributed . :"re hope the
Rock Island Bible Society will take hold of this matter at once,
and supply this great want . 31
The next list of needs sought i terns for Union guards, as well as rebel
prisoners:
Wants
The wants for hospital purposes , both for guards and prisoners ,
are the same as often repeated in these columns, viz : all such
delicacies for the sick, as jellies, preservec'.,, pickles, vegetables, etc ., also aJ.l kinds of clothing. The large number of
prisoners recovering from small pox, who must Je supplied with
clothes, because their old clothes must be burned before they return to the barracks, renders it necessary that the benevolent
should preserve and send to the hospital anything they have to
spare, in that line, old clothes of all kinds, (d.J.:rk color) , old
boots, shoes, hats , under clothes, etc., and even pieces of old
clothes which can be used for patching old garments with .
On Sunday Mrs . P. S. .Albert carried over a l arge quantity of
these articles which she had collected for the purpose .
All such articles can be sent in care of Dr . Moxley, surgeonin-chief at the hospital or directed to hLi1 and left at Quarter
Master Reynold's office, on Washington Street near the ferry
landing .32
The one area in which the prison camp seemed highly deficient
was that of medical care of the prisoners .

The folloTuing is another

plea for assistance for this problem:
Hospital Yfants
Appeals were made to the people of the 3.rea for any articles
of old or new clothing for the sick who are recovering from small
pox .

3libid., December 30, 1863 .
32rbid ., February 24, 1863 .
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There is also a great want, in the hospitals of cloths or
bandages--old cotton or linen shirts, sheets, etc. We suppose
that c:ill know that new cloth for bandaging sores or wounds, is
not suitable, and old half-worn, or worn out cotton or linengoods is very much needed at the hospitals . 33
There ·were rumors amonc the Rock Island and Davenport people
that prison officials were confiscating the money of the prisoners .
It was reported that large amounts of greenbacks and gold were taken
from the prisoners, upon their arrival at the prison camp .
ing officers were suspected of keepinf'. the money.

The receiv-

The editor of the

Rock Island .Argus, E. B. Danforth, investigated the matter .

At the

camp he was shovm an account book of all money possessed by the
prisoners .

This book was shovm to him by an officer, Captain Collins .

Collins told him that the money

W3.S

prisoner's stay in the prison camp .

taken for safe keeping during the
A receipt was given to the prisoner

for the money and the money vrns to be returned .

A copy of the receipt

sho1m to Danforth follows:
Headquarters, Rock Island Barracks

$_____
Received of
Co .
Regiment
of
Dollars
Cents subject to his order
in compliance to regulations of this post .

-----Commissary of

Pr.isoners34

There is no evidence as to how closely this procedure was followed .
In describing a prison camp, there are several points of view.
They could be listed as that of the adminstrators of the camp; the viewpoint given by the people of the area; the viewpoint given by the army
33Ibid . , February 10,
34rbid . , December

1864.

16, 1863 .
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inspectors of the

carr~

and that of the prisoners held in the camp .

The impressions of conditions in the CCimp differ .ri th each group .
This paper has described the
the Rock Island prison camp .

feelin~s

of the first two groups toward

The rest of the paper -will be devoted to

describing the feelings of the last two ;;;roups .
de al vvi th the experiences of the rebel prisoners .

The next part ·will
See .appendices I

and II for several formal copies of prison inspections .
The description of the prisorers' lives and their feelings is
necessary in a paper of this type . The riicture of the prison camp, as
presented by the Confederate is not expected to be an objective one .
It is prejudiced against anything connected with the Union forces or
its government .

They blame a ll. of their siclmess, suffering and wants

on the prison cmnp and its officials .

They fail to recall the hard-

ships and deprivations experienced by them in the Confederate service .
The transportation facilities afforded to prisoners sent to
Rock Island did not add to the prisoner 's state of health .

bany of

them caught pneumonia or some other disease thdt left them in a weakened state upon their arrival at Rock Island Barracks .

Many of them

Cdme by open box car in freezing and subfreezing weather .

This caused

havoc to the constitutions of the men that ·were used to the warmclimates of Georgia and not the rigors of the No rth .

Tne following are

tVJO descriptions of Confederate soldiers brought to Rock Islcmd as
prisoners .

They show how the condition of the prisoners becillne

progressively vorse .
These men were taken in the recent battles near Chatanooga,
and are mostly from Mississippi, Tennessee and that region .
They will average well in appearance :iith the rest of humanity
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and are clothed bettGr than the public benerally beliovo, though
not well enough for the severe climate . They will suffer for
many of the comforts of life this winter and ma11y of them are in
very poo :c health . Some 60 or 70 of them are now sick with double
pneumon~~ahd diarrhea, and -will all or probably nearly all die .
~e should: not be surprised that to find when the Barracks are
full, as :r.lany = s 1.50 will die every month . Tney have been d.ccus tomed to a milder climate than this . They h :we suffered much in
the service of the rebel government, and after all the hardships
and privations , they have endured then to be taken prisoner and
placed in box cars and transported to this northern region has
taken a heavy toll on the prisoner's health .3.5
The previous account is about one month earlier than the following account .

It <vill s!1ow the degradation in the appearance

~nd

health of the

incoming prisoners as the W3.r continues and the South becomes weaker as
an economic and military unit .
Conditions of the Late _!).rrivals
Th.e condition of the last tv10 arrivals or prisoners, about 600
in number, coming during the terrible cold weather of la.st week
was bad . They were thinly cle;.d, had been poorly fed , d.nd the
pinching cold and hunger h~d a bad effect upon the sanit~ry condition . h1any of them had the small pox and all vrnre more or less
afflicted with pneumonia and diarrhea. The consequences was that
the sick list was greatly increased and many added to the list of
the dead . 36
The condition of these men and the inadequate hospital facilities ready
.to receive them gives us some idea of wny tne i'.10rt-.i.li ty rate vra.s high
among the prisoners .

This situation cannot be blclilled entirely upon the

officers who administered the camp .
The newspaper accounts, historical documents and nistorical
articles give us a good picture of the Rock Island prison camp, but a
more colorful account c.s.n be found in a diary of a prisoner who spent
time in the prison cornpoun.d .

!.~any

3.5Ibid . , December 16, 1863 .
36Ibid. , January 13, 1864.

such diaries have been uncovered in
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recent searches by historians .

'Ihese diaries are sometimes subjective

and biased, but they make interesting reading.

They also give the

reader some insight into the feelings and attitudes of the prisoners .
A good day by day account of the prisoner ' s life behind the stockade
is also recorded .

The account is of seven days during the imprisonment

of Lafayette Rogan at the Rock Island Barracks .

He was captured at the

Battle of Lookout Mountain and imprisoned at Rock Island, December

5,

1863, and released after Lee's surrender . Rogan retained a keen sense
of loyalty to the Confederacy and was very perturbed because so many
Confederate friends took the loyalty oath to the Union government.

1864 January

Friday 1

The coldest day I have ever felt . Thermometer 30 below zero .
Letters from Cos . Sue . It says 11.Express Co . refuses to carry for
prisoners . " This made my heart sink lower still than the mercury •
.A friend had been written to vino could probably give me some
assistance . I must go draw rations .
Saturday 2
Tis bad to be a prisoner but worse to know that malice can go
so f ar--public carriers to such an extreme that they refuse to
carry for pay any article for Rebels whose sole dependence is on
the charitable people of a hostile country. The cold is as severe
as yesterday but rations must be had .
1

Sunday 3
The cold abates but little . I suffer greatly f<tr·"blankets .
Many fellows have no blankets yet and are very thi~~ clad . Such
men suffer terrible . We sleep by reliefs dnd fill\our bunk heads
and tails fashion . I fear that disease and death will result of
all this suffering . Deaths have already occurred from freezing .
Monday

4

Robinson, Perry, and King received a New Year's dinner last night
(a purchase from one of Abe's suttlers . } I was invited to the repast.
I enjoyed it hugely. Meats , cake, pickles, pies, cheese, oysters,
fruits and milk constituted the bill of fare .
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Tuesday

5

The feast has not ended yet . The supply of good things is not
yet exhausted . Tonight we -vri.11 have the same bill of fare we had
last night . One month &.go the date of our arrival we ha.d 11Hardtackll only, but that ifvas good to us . ~ie were ravenously hungry.
Wednesday

6

This cold weather is not just suited to Southern consitutions .
I and the ration detail have had to stand in the open air from ~
hour to a whole hour daily to get what we all eat--yet there is
some relief--we miss inspection w.hich is quite a bore--so much
time is consumed in it .
Thursday 7
(Illegible)
Friday 8
.A terrible ague today. Mr . '°i• . B. Petit of Gennesseo ( Geneseo,
Ill.} called today to relieve rrry wants . He furnished socks, shirts,
pens, paper, ink, envelops and stamps . 1ihat a relief that one has
no lice on hirn . 37

Rogan does not give us a very good picture of the Rock Island prison
camp .

He wc;.s, however, one of the luckier prisoners .

Later in his im-

prisonrnent he was noved out of the crowded barracks into one of the
offices in order to do secretarial work for the administrators.
Rogan also describes several escapes from the Rock Islund
Barracks.

Escape seemed to be uppennost in the minds of many of the

Confederate prisoners held there .

The most popular method of escape

seemed to be that of tunneling out of the barracks .

The Argus noted:

Rock Island Barracks Attempts to Escape
As warm weather approaches the prisoners begin to s~1ow signs of
a desire for the enlargement of the area of freedom, calling for
increased viligence on the part of the guard .
A few days ago it wa.s discovered that the occupants of Barracks
No . 41, which is nearly opposite the autler 1 s store, on the bank
37Hauberg, op . cit . , p . 31.
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of the river were digging a small tunnel from that building toward
the river, and had made considerable progress towards the outside
of the fence . Of course the discovery of their system of engineering
put an end to the scheme .
A few nights ago two of the prisoners, who were of a party detailed for work at the buryin6 ground, came very near escaping- they somehow escaped the vigilence of the guard, and did not return
to the barracks at the close of the day's work, but secreted themselves under one of the buildings inside the first enclosure . ilfter
dark they succeeded, after trying one or two places, in digging a
hole under the fence, and got out . They then proceeded due south
to the branch or slough of the river . Only one of them could swim.
They found a log which they launched into the river. The one that
could not swim took passage on the log, taking the clothes of the
other man in his hands . The other man then attempted to swim the
branch and push the lo g and its passenger before him. They had
proceeded but a short distance when the log rolled and its passenger
went overboard . The swi.:uner seized his companion and both returned
in at the same hole from "Which they escaped . 38
Not all escapes were as disa strous

as the ones described .

The Rock

Island Argus also tells of prisoners walking out in Union uniforms and
one that escaped dis.;uised as a doctor by earring a satchel in his hand . 39
The prisoners at Rock Island organized an escape comr.i:ittee in
much the same way that the American prisoners did in World .oar II .

It

was a highly secretive organization CJ.lled the C. K. 7 or the Confederate
Knights .

The number seven indicated that it ·was founded by seven Con-

federate soldiers .

It was organized into companies under officers .

There were secret si e-,n s, insignias and handshakes that were kno-wn only
to its members .

This organization contemplated and planned several

escapes from the prison camp .

A good description of this organization

is found in a magazine called the Confederate Veteran .
was published from the early 1880 1 s until 1932 .
purpose as

ma g a~ines

Tnis magazine

It served the same

of our present day veteran organizations .

follovd.ng description was given in a letter to that magazine !
380p . cit . , May 18, 1864.
39Ibid . , May

25, 1864.

The
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There was a secret society in the prison, knovm as C. K. 7. No man
could become a member thi.i.t had even intimated in any way that he
would be disloyal to the South. This organization was for the protection from any oath takers who were reporting to headquarters and
having men punished . .Any one that was a member of the organization
will know vYhat it is , and appre ciate what good it did . ~e planned
many ways of escape , tunnels were dug, but we weren ' t very
successfu1. 40
The oath-takers were more successful in getting out of the Rock
Island Barracks .

Some of them enlisted for frontier service against the

Indians and others enlisted in the navy .

Yne following is a description

of enlistments in the navy.
Rock Island

Barr~ cks

Enlisting in the Navy

Acting Master John D. Harty U. S . N. was at the Barracks lc:.st week,
enlisting prisoners-of-war in the naval service . Ji.bout 150 will
leave this(liionday} evening for the east . The number offering for
that branch of service is not large---not near as many as YJOuld offer
for the army--but none are enlisted in the army.
It is thought that about one-third of all prisoners at the
Barracks would be glad to take the amnesty oath and be relitved if
it was within the rule of the government for them to do so . 41
The majority of the prisoners remained until July 1865 and the final
death lmell to the prison was an auction conducted in August 1865 .
Auction at Rock Island Barracks
Capt . McDermid , Quartermaster, will sell at public auction at
Rock Island Barracks commencing on }ionday .August 14 at 9 o 1 clock
)l. . M. and continuint; tmtil sold , the public property used in and
about the military prison, consisting of stoves, kettles , farmer's
boilers, tools, office furniture, stove pipes , cooking utensils,
lamps, lanterns, tubs, pails , one bell, one cooking rD.nge, etc .
Terms cash.42
Thus ended part of one of the tragic chapters of Jimerican History.
4°1etter from Joshua Brovm, Confederate Veter.:..n, May 1896,
p . 227 .

4lop . ci t . , i1.cay

25, 1864.

42Ibid ., August 16, 1865 .

CIUFTER IV

Conclusion
The treatment of Confederate prisoners was the result of the
YID rst

type of war.

It was the result of a war of attrition.

The North

was attempting to wear dovm the South by destroying its sources of
supplies and men .

Sherman was assigned to destroy the source of supplies

for the Confederacy in his famous rr.arch to the sea .

The abrogation of a

prison cartel was to destroy one source from which the South obtained
men.

This breakdown of the prisoner exchance caused the Union govern-

ment to build prison camps, such as the one at Rock Island , in a make•
shift manner .

This was due to the excess of prisoners that could not

be exchanged.

These camps l1ere not ready for the great influx of

prisoners that they experienced.

LivinG facilities , hospitals, cloth-

ing and food 1vere not adequate for the great number of sick and wounded
prisoners that were brought to Rock Island .

The weather of the first

winter in which the prison was in exsistence added to the troubles of
the administrators and prisoners .

Due to these factors and others

there 11vas a very high mortality rate at Hock Island .

The percent::J.ge

of deaths in Northern prisons according to the Confederate Veteran
was higher than in some Southern priso ns.
How much better was Rock Island than .hlldersonville? If the
word of a multitude of our men is to be accepted, they, in a
land of plenty, where food and clothing were abundant , suffered
the pangs of hunger irmich "\1elcomed d diet of rats o.nd dogs ,
instead of moldy bread, wormy beans, and rancid bacon fu:rnished
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in small doses, endured in severities, the cruelties of cowardly
guards, 1~10 shot down many of them in cold blood . Cut of 220, OOO
Confederate prisoners in Northern prisons, 26,536 died, out of
270 , 000 Federal soldiers in Southern prisons 22, 756 died-- in
Northern prisons over twelve per cent; in Southern prisons a
little over eight per cent . 43
These facts and figures have been shovu1 to be incorrect by other
references .

rt has been stated by later records that 15% of the

Union soldiers died while in captivity

a..~d

prisoners died in Northern prison C~'Ups . 44

8%

of the Confederate

The death rate for the

Hock Island prison camp is sho-vm to be higher for one month than
the overall percentage .

Tnis fact is found in appendix I .

The

number to die at Rock Island was over l , Soo.45
The question as to

~nether

the prisoners were victims of

cruelty or the times can only be pondered .

The ansvier is lost with

the men confined there .

p.

15.

43Confederate Veteran, letter from H. G. Damon, January 1907,
44Francis Trevelyn Miller (ed . ) OD . Git . , Vol. VII, p .
45catton, op . cit ., p . 8.
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APF'ENDIX I

Office Provost Marshall
of Prisoners
Rock Island Barracks, Illinois
January 23, 1865

Col. A. J . Johnson, Commanding Post :

Sir:

I have the hono:c to submit the following inspection

report of the conditions of the prisoners of war at thi s station for
this week ending January 23, 1865:
Conduct very good .

Cleanliness - good .

Clothing - good .

Bedding - none .

State of quarters - very good .

State of mess houses -

no mess houses .

State of kitchen - very good .

Food, quality of - good .

Food, quantity of - as per circular from Commissary General of Prisoners .
Water - good .

Sinks - not good .

ance of sick - very good .
good .

Police of grounds - very good .

Drainage - good .

Hospital diet - very bood .

Attend-

Police of hospital - very

General health of prisoners - good .

Vigilance of guard - good .
Ver<J respectfully,

your obedient servant,
A . P. Caraher

Lieutenant Colonel Fourth Regiment,
Veteran Reserve Cork and Provost Marshall
of Prisoners Inspecting Officer
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Rock Island, Ill., April 8, 1864

Col. W. Hoffman,
Commissary - General of Prisoners,

Colonel:

ashington D.C.:

I have the honor to forward the

inspect of the Rock Island Prison barracks, April

follo~1ng

report of

5, 6, 7, 1864:

Of the eighty-four barracks within the prison enclosure twentyone are at present fenced off from the main enclosure and used as
follows, viz:
Commissary distributing store-houses -

2

Quartermaster's distributing store-houses

1

Hospital

11

-

Garrison (quarters of six companies 37th Iowa Vol .)

6

Garrison (quarters of six companies 37th Iowa Vol.)
laundresses

1

Total -

21

The remainder of the barracks, sixty-three, in number, are
occupied by the prisoners of war, with the exceptions of two (Nos . 40,

42}, which were for a time used as small pox wards and are now unoccupied.
':flTarmth and ventilation - Each barrack is well warmed by two stoves
and can be well ventilated iVith the assistance of the side windows, the
1

ridge ventilation being but partial and insufficient for tne purpose .
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Cooking and kitchens - The cooking is done in each barrack by
detail.

The kitchens and utensils as a generalthing are clean and in

good order, there being, however, a few exceptions to this .
Rations - The rations are sufficient in quantity and of good
quality, except in one instance--the prison is supplied with corn bread,
baked in the city of Rock Island .

This the surgeon in charge informs me

is frequently so poorly prepared as to become a source of disease .
Attention was called to the matter and it w.i.11 be remedied .
Blankets and clothing - The prisoners are well supplied with
blankets, and as a general thing are well clothed .

The total number

of prisoners of war now confined at this depot is 6,9.50.
Police - The police of the barracks is not as strictly attended
to as it was at the time of my last inspection, nor are the men as cleanly.
In many barracks I found fragments of rations stowed away among the bunks
instead of being strictly confined to the kitchen, as they should be .
The blankets and bedding are not properly aired, nor are the men under
as strict discipline as formerly.
Grounds - The police of the grounds is bad except in the central
avenue .

In the neighborhood of many of the barracks the refuse of the

kitchen is scattered on the ground about the doors instead of being
collected in proper receptacles .

The wash water is throvm on the ground,

collecting in puddles and forming mud .

I have directed that a slop sink,

in the form of a hole three feet in diameter and as deep as the soil will
allow, be dug near the kitchen door of each barrack for the reception of
liquid refuse, the solid refuse being collected in proper receptacles and
sold from time to time for the benefit of the prison fund.

These sinks
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Vlill perrni t the water to soa.k awc.y and if kept well disinfected by lime
will answer the purpose until drainage facilities are provided .
Drainage - ..As at the date of my last inspection the drainage of
the camp is entirely unprovided for although the Quartermaster-General
has approved the plan submitted for this purpose and for the wa. ter supply
and ordered it, 1vith some unimportant modifications, to be constructed
forthwith .

The depot quartermaster states that this order will be

speedily put into execution.
1Vater supply - This is still deficient, the only certain source
being the artisian well, the steam pump and main supply pipe frequently
giving out .
~

- The excavated sinks have atlength been entirely abandoned

within the prison enclosure and movable receptacles substituted .

A

main

privy has been constructed for each block of barracks, so arranged that
the excrer1ent is received in barrels provided

vu th

handles for moving,

which are emptied and cleansed in the river tvdce in the twenty-four
hours .

These privies are well arranged for the prevention of an accu-

mulation of filth and are kept in good police .

They will answer their

purpose very well until the pennanent privies over the main sewers can
be constructed .
Laundry - A few caldrons are used as a makeshift for laundry
purposes until permanent facilities can be provided .

The prisoners

use them, but not to the extent that should be done .
F'rison Hospital
Eleven barracks inside the prison enclosure and situated at its
southvmst corner, but fenced off from the main enclosure are used for
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temporary hospital purposes .

Ten of these barracks are occupied by the

sick, and the elventh as a store-house and carpenter ' s workshop .
J'iards - The wards are t.rell furnished with wooden bunks in eight
wards and iron bedsteads in two (the erysipela s and pneumonia wards) .
They are not in a good state of police and are overcrowded, each ward
having forty-two beds for patients and attendants instead of thirty,
the full complement .
Blankets , etc . - There is a sufficient supply of hospital
clothing, blankets and bedding; but that in use in the wards is not
as clean a s it should be owing to the lack of laundry facilities,
washing being done in caldrons in the open air .
Straw - Much complaint is made by the surgeon in charge that
straw for bedding is not supplied in sufficient quantity to admit the
necessary changes .

I have had an interview with the post quartermaster

on the subject and think that this difficulty will be remedied hereafter .
Warming and ventilation - The wards are well warmed by three
stoves in each, and can be well ventilated by t he aid of the side windows,
the partial ridge ventilation being insufficient .
Rations and cooking - The supply of food is sufficient, of good
quality, and sufficiently varied by purchase from the huspital fund .
The cooking is done by detail in the kitchen of each ward .

~he

kitchens

and utensils are generally in good order, and the cooking appears to be
well done, except in the matter of special diet, for which proper
facilities do not exist .
Grounds - The ground vd. thin the hospital enclosure is in very
bad police .

The location being the lowest ground in the prison what
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little drainage there is to the camp runs into it, making the ground
almost constantly wet and muddy.

An attempt has been made to drain it,

but ineffectually, as the ground is lower than that

outside ~

In addition

to this there is just outside the fence an undrained marsh, which camot
be remedied until the prison drainage is complete, and which in the course
of a very few weeks became the hotbed of measmatic poison.

Every prin-

ciple of humanity and due regard to the preservation of human life demands
that the sick should be removed from these quarters at the earliest possible moment--at any rate before the hot weather sets in and in this opinion
I am sure that the Commissary-General of Prisoners WJUld coincide on a
personal inspection.
Sinks - .An excavated sink is still in use and is in a very
offensive condition.

I have directed that it be at once replaced by

one similar to those in the prison.
Slop sinks - Slop sinks for the reception of liquid refuse are
dug at each door of the wards .

Tne solid kitchen refuse is collected

in proper receptacles and sold for the benefit of the hospital fund .
Offices , etc . - The dispensary, commissary, and medical storerooms and steward ' s quarters are in a small temporary building erected
between the two rows of wards and are in very good order .

The main

hospital store-house occupies the eleventh barrack and is also in good
order .

One end of this barrack is also used as a carpenter's workshop

-where prisoners manufacture from refuse lumber such articles of hospital
furnitures as are necessary but not otherwise to be procured as spittoons,
bedside tables, trays, etc .
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There u.re now under treatment here

355

patients .

The following

is the summary of the sick report for the month ending March 3l(excluding
small pox):
report,

Total strength of prisoners, 7, 254; remd.ining sick at last

548; taken sick during the month, 620; aggregate sick, 1,168;

returned to quarters,

664; died, 152; remaining sick, 352; percentage

of deaths to total strength, .021, percentage of deaths to aggregate
sick, .1302.

Morning report April 6 (excluding small pox):

Sick in

hospital, 355.
Variola Hospital
This branch of the prison hospital, consisting of six barracks
(24 by 150 by 12 feet each), a laundry guard-house, dead-house, and a
building for dispensary, store-rooms, attendants , etc., is located on
the south shore of the island about three-quarters of a mile from the
prison enclosure.
lffards - The W'ards are in generally good order, much better indeed than those within the prison enclosure.

The patients clothing and

bedding are clean.
Ventialtion and warming - Four of the wards are provided with a
adequate ridge ventilation.

The remaining two {those first erected) are

ventilated only by means of side 1uindows .

&i.ch ward is warmed by five

stoves.
Kitchens and cooking - The kitchens and cooking utensils are in
very good order a.nd the cooking is said to be well done.
Offices

- The dispensary and other offices are in good order.
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Laundry - The laundry contains tvio 40-gallon caldrons, and is
in active operation to the manifest h,provement of the patients both
in comfort and appearance .
Clothing - From the lack of

~n

adequate supply of clothing w.i.th

which to provide convalescents on returning to quarters, the surgeon in
charge has attempted to purify and disinfect the clothing brought by
them to the pest house .

This is done by thoroughly boiling the clothes,

then subjecting them in a close apartment to the fumes of burning sulphur, followed by a second boiling .

This is said to have been effective

in destroying the infection, as no new case has yet been traced to the
use of this clothing .
it safe to trust it .

The process may be effectual, still I do not think
New clothing should be furnished to all returning

to quarters .
Two

~mall

buildings on the island in the neighborhood of the

p21sthouse, and formerly dwellings, are still used for the reception of
small pox patients; one of them for cases occurring among the garrison.
They are intolerably good order .
The small pox is abating somewhat, though by no means as rapidly
as I hoped and expected .

There are now 274 cases in all, most of

~hich

are of a mild type, and many of -whom are convalescent .
The following is the report of small pox for the month ending
March 31 :

Total strength of prisoners, 7,254 ; remaining sick at last

report, 160; taken sick during the month, 376; aggregate sick, 536;
returned to quarters, 134; died, 132; percentage of cases to total
strength, . 0739 ; percentage of deaths to total strength, . 0182; percentage
of deaths to aggregate sick, . 2463 .
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Proportion of cases

~nd

deaths in each week during the month

ending March 31 :
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Vaccination - I.should have stated above that vaccination is
strictly enforced .

This operation is not as effectual as it should be

owing to the inferior quality of the vaccine virus provided by the
medical purveyor.
Hosoital ftmd - Abstract of hospital fund for month ending
March 31, 1864:

_ _ _ _
Balance due last month
Value of rations due _ _ _

$1,199 . 68
5, 226 . 95

Value of rations issued - ~2 , 994 . 93
Purchase
- 1, 959 . 71

$6,426 . 63
4,954. 64

Balance due

-

-

-

-

-

-

~pl,471.99
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These expenditures were judiciously made and were mostly for
articles of diet not furnished by prison ration.
New Hospital Prison
1men the order from the Commissary General of Prisoners
arresting the progress of construction of these buildings was received by the commandant of the depot the executive building and the
western seven hospital barracks were nearly completed and the kitchen
building had been commenced .

Colonel Johnson
at once directed that the
(')

work already under way should be completed and the erection of the eastern seven barracks be suspended to await further orders from the Commissary General of Prisoners .

For a full statement of the cost, etc ., of

these buildings in their present condition and the cost completed, I
have to refer to the several reports from the surgeon in charge, depot
quartermaster, and commandant of the depot, already forwarded to the
office of the Commissary General of Pfisoners .
This building wasnot directed by me as being called for by the
extraordinary requirements of a temporary occasion, but as the

regul~r

prison hospital for the average number of sick occurring in the prison
with an average number of inmates under ordinary circumstances.
new building is designed to accommodate
complement of

560

beds

(14

The

wards with a

40 beds each), which number might under extraordinary

circumstances be increased by crowding to 700 .

This is but a fair

average allowance, for underordinary circumstances, at a post like this,
anaaverage of at lest eight percent of hospital sick must be ex:pected
and provided for, together with the necessary nurses and attendants .
'lhere are now

355 sick in hospital (excluding small pox} and 683

in
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in quarters, of 'Whom at least 250 should be receiving hospital attendance
making

6o5

hospital patients (besides small pox) out of a total of 6,950

prisoners, a percentage of .0871.

Unless it is proposed to retain the

hospital within the prison enclosure, which neither Colonel Johnson nor
myself suppose to be the case, and the impropriety of which is clearly
demonstrated by the too large ratio of mortality among patients treated
there (. 2029 per cent for February and . 1302 per cent for March), I
must again most earnestly but respectfully urge that authority be given
to complete these buildings with the least possible delay.

The materials

are all on the ground and the work can be completed in short time .
The pest-house was ordered under the pressure of extraordinary
and unavoidable circumstances .

It will, I hope, ere long be nearly if

not entirely vacated .
Prison grave-yard - The work of removing the grave- yard to a more
favorable location is completed .
Post hospital - In the absence of the proper buildings this
hospital is now occupying buildings in three different places .

The

original post hospital building, with a capacity of sixteen beds, and
two garrison barracks, with thirty beds each, are occupied by the sick
of the Invalid Corps .

The Thirty-seventh Iowa though on duty on the

island, have their hospital in the city of Rock Island, there being no
building available on the island .

This hospital occupies an old building

near the bridge, containing thirty beds and entirely unfit for the purpose .
This arrangement is at best an exceedingly inconvenient one, scattering
the medical officers and complicating the office vvork, while the patients
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carmot be as well cared for as when the hospital is compact.

The new

building is about being erected by the Quartermaster's Department .
The post hospital wards are not in the best order, but the sick
appear to be as well cared for as circumstances Will permit.

There is a

sufficient supply of hospital clothing, bedding and other stores.
Medical staff - The medical of the depot consists of Surg .
Y. . Watson,

U.

s.

u. S. Volunteers, in charge, and .Asst . Surg.

M. Y... Moxley,

Volunteers, executive officer, assisted by three medical officers

of the 1\irty-seventh Iowa Volunteers and t11elve contract surgeons .

The

surgeon and two assistants of the Thirty-seventh Io>1a are on duty with
their regiment, two acting assistants attend to the sick of the Invalid
Corps, four are on duty at the variola hospital, and the remaining six
attend to the sick in the barracks and prison hospital.
The following is the morning report of the troops in garrison
present and sick ... ril 6, 1864:

Command
37th Iowa Volunteers
V~teran

Reserve Corps
Total

For Duty

475

Sick

'l'otal Present

128

672

1.50

603
822

1,147

278

1,425

Garrison Quarters
Six companies of the Thirty-seventh Iowa Volunteers still
occupy barracks within the prison enclosure, though the barracks outside
are rapidly approaching completion and will soon be ready for occupation.
One barrack is also occupied by laudresses.
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Police - The police of the

barr~ck

is generally bad, especially

in those occupied oy the Thirty-seventh Iowa Volunteers .

The kitchens

and utensils are not in very good, and in many places the kitchen refuse
is scattered on the ground instead of being collected in proper receptacles .

:Many of the bunks are closely boarded up, to the detriment of the health
of the men occupying them.

Many of the barracks are insufficiently

ventilated .
The ground about the barrack is in many places in very poor
police .
Respectfully submitted .
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Ji.. M:. Clark

Surgeon J.nd Acting MedicaJ Inspector of
Prisoners of 11ar

APPENDIX II
Rock Island Argus , Oct . 7, 1863
The Beef Contract - the proposals for furnishing beef for the
revel prisoners to be subsisted at Rock Island Barrack ( some 10, 000 or
more) were opened by Col. McGinnes .:it the Hock Isla.nd House d.t noon today and Trere as fallows :
filcCardy, Hanna and Beveridge, Genesco

c. ...

$3 . 20

3.6st

Sweet, Chicago

Hengstler & Gepard, Hock Island

3.95

Heller dnd Brothers,

4.59

D~venport

David Hawes , Rock Isl and

4.65

Morrison Fr-...n cis , "'..ndover

4. 70

George

4. 75

i.e.

Dabcock, Rock I sland

George Lamest and Co .

4. 79

E. CUrtis and Co . , Chicago

5.oo

The contr act was awarded to 1Iessers . l:1cCurdy, Hanr1a and
Beveridge of Genesco dt $3 . 20 per hundred pounds for the months of

...

Octobpr, November and December .
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Rock Island T.aekly .Ar.gus , 'lednesday, May

4, 1864

Rock I sland Barracks
The follo-wi.ng are the deaths of prisoners-of-war for the week
ending April JOth 1864:
April 24
J . R. Ruston K 48th Tenn . , Phthesis Pµlmonotia
Wilson Rickles, I JOth Miss . , Phthesis Pulmonotia
~illia.n Bible I 19th Va . Cav. , Phthesis Pulmonotia
Thomas Ha.r'rishom, St . Louis Battery, Typhoid Pneumonia
James E. Gray K. 29th Miss . , Chronic Diarrhea
April 25
Charles filaugram, D llth Tenn . , Peloic Abcess
John R. Blann, A 40th Ala., Congestive Chill
William Tolbert, C 5th JI.la . Cav., Variola
JLpril 27
Stephen C. Shaw, B 15th Tenn . , Chronic Diarrhea
Thomas Williams , A Austin 1 s La. Batry. ,, Ty-phoid Pneuinonia
Francis Burnly, H lst Ky . Cav. , Typhoid Pneumonia
l~illis S. Benson, G 28th .ccla ., Dever
Williana •.bodward, H 16th La . , Chronic Diarrhea
April 26
William T. Ray, H 6th Fla., Typhoid Fever
Wyatt A. Harper, H 6th Fla. , Typhoid Fever
John lV. Shelton, C 27th lfliss . , Paricondi tis
Jl.nderson Hughes, A 7th .Ala . Cav. , Variola

John Jacobs, H 18th Tenn ., Pneumonia
Thos . Pane, C 27th Miss ., Erysiphelas
James H. Ch::l.se, G 19th Tenn. , Pneumonia
John Vickrey, G 9th Ga . , Variola
Total for week
Of Small pox

24
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